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HOW FENTY'S MARKETING DRIVES
FASHION INDUSTRY CHANGE

In 2009, Rihanna gave her song ‘Work’ a whole new meaning by becoming the richest

female musician in the world.

Not only is she a Grammy-award winning artist, but she has also grown a $600 million empire with her
brand Fenty.
Fenty continues to attract loyal customers of every kind due to her unique marketing approaches. More
than being an authentic and influential voice amid fashion industry noise, Rihanna and her fans’
contribution to fashion industry change cannot be ignored.
Here are three ways how Fenty’s successful marketing approaches drives that change and makes for a
brand that stands out from its competitors.

A Commitment to Inclusive Marketing
Now more than ever, customers want to be seen and deeply understood. Rihanna’s makeup
and lingerie line reflect her understanding of this.
Fenty x Beauty offers 40 different foundation shades which
include new colors that have not been produced by any other makeup line. Krystal Robertson,
a woman born with albinism, and Nyma Tang, a makeup artist and Youtuber who helps
other dark-skinned women find suitable products, both have found a foundation that
fits their skin tone. Fenty has created a brand for every woman and within days
of the line launch, eight out of ten of Fenty Beauty’s
darkest hues sold out. Because Fenty thinks
beyond target demographics, they set themselves apart from other makeup brands.

Savage x Fenty, Rihianna’s lingerie line also offers sizes ranging from XS to 3XL. Since
her brand entered the market, other lingerie companies have realized the
importance of inclusive sizing and size inclusive lingerie styles increased by
34 percent.
Aside from Fenty’s inclusive products, Rihanna also
makes her inclusivity objective clear through
influencer marketing. She chooses ambassadors of
all shapes, sizes, ages, ethnicities, gender identities
and sexual orientations.
Her summer campaign for her lingerie line Savage x
Fenty needed new faces. She took it to her audience
to hold a campaign contest in which the winners
would model for the summer campaign. After
months, four faces were chosen to represent the
summer collection. Kortney, one of the winners, tells
Vogue,

“I never saw women who looked like me in media. I saw no
representation of plus-sized models or full-figured WOC.”
Sariena, another winner states, “When they see me, I want them to see
a proud
Southeast Asian who loves herself so unconditionally. I want them
to resonate with a woman who is learning how to redefine her own
version of being sexy, savage, and feeling like a real star.”

According to MIIC, customers are being sold a
realistic
dream
that
deconstructs
a
mainstream narrative. Most media messages
and campaigns are designed to reach a
specific audience. While other lingerie lines
depict one narrow story, Fenty intends to
write several different stories that target all
groups of people. Fenty uses their brand as
an opportunity to deliver realistic and
powerful messages that are customer
focused. With this new narrative, Fenty
consumers shop knowing that they are now
an activist creating culture, supporting
innovation, and redefining the world.

'Out of the Box' Customer Experience
While brands are getting better at listening to consumers and aligning with their values, Fenty thinks outside of
the box when it comes to aligning with those values and providing a unique customer experience.
To many, high fashion runway shows hold an unattainable and glamorous element that may pose the inability to
communicate deeply with their viewers. Rihanna’s Savage x Fenty fashion show on Amazon changed
the game of how fashion and lingerie lines can be creatively and authentically showcased.
In 2019, the first Savage x Fenty show was filmed in New York City during last year's New York Fashion Week.
Because of her reimagined runway format including high-energy choreography, celebrity appearances, and
models of all sizes, it stirred conversation within the fashion industry. Before Savage x Fenty show Vol. 2,
Rihanna told ET that similarly, Vol. 2 was going to be a “celebration of self-expression and inclusivity would
include male, female, non-binary and transgender models of all shapes, races and sexualities”

Fenty redefines and elevates the way
consumers view televised high fashion
runway shows by humanizing her line
in a way that is electrifying and fun.
By reflecting the reality we live in
through these shows, Rihanna
distinguishes her brand and sets a
new precedent in the fashion
industry.

An Authentic and Successful Spokesperson
Rihanna is the face of her makeup and fashion lines. In the digital age, it is critical that
all brands resonate and connect with customers in order to obtain a trustworthy and
loyal relationship. Because Rihanna prioritizes her brand voice through all platforms
and media, customers have attached a great leader to her company which creates
clarity of her intentions and values.
Rihanna explains to People that inclusivity is a part of her brand and who she is.

"I get really excited to see people be a part of my
brand. It’s not like I went into it thinking, 'Let's
make a movement.' I feel great that there are
women that are feeling like they see themselves
on the stage for the first time. And if we can
continue to expand on that, we’ve done more
than we really started out trying to do."
She also tells the New York Times Style Magazine,

"You’re going to be black wherever you
go […] That’s the first thing you see
before you even hear my voice […] I’m a
woman. Those factors do come into play,
but I will not apologize for them […] I
don’t know if it makes people
uncomfortable or not, but that’s not even
my business, you know? I do know that
the reason I’m here is not because I’m
black. It’s because of what I have to
offer. That’s what they’re invested in.
And the fact that I’m black is just that: a
fact.”

Rihanna makes sure that all communications and initiatives are straightforward and
supports what she stands for.
On Twitter, she has direct communication with her followers which creates a strong digital
presence for her company.

Rihanna makes herself extremely accessible and open to her customers on all platforms which eliminates
public doubts about corporate leadership. When consumers think of other beauty or fashion brands, they
may just see a logo and ask who is behind these images. Being a faceless company in a large industry may
pose more barriers of connection between the company and its consumer.
Rihanna is transparent and genuine in her vision which contributes to the positive reputation she has
around Fenty. People can tell that she is in love with what she is doing and takes control of her brand’s
voice through engagement, whereas other beauty and fashion brands may not.
Fenty continues to demonstrate personality, passion, and consistency because Rihanna is the voice and
face of the brand. Because of this, Fenty has a larger and lasting impact on her customers and the fashion
industry.

